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UPHOLSTERY  
 

LEATHERS 

Nicoline selects only high quality leathers. The excellent quality of the finished leather is the result of the combination 

between the original properties of natural hides and the most advanced tanning and finishing processes. 

Each tanned hide has its own history, shown by the natural marks on it. Scars, wrinkles, insect bites, differences in 

texture and colour, veins and any other sign left on the coat tell animal’s life and prove their authenticity and great 

value. 

 

FABRICS 

Carefully chosen among the most prestigious textile companies, woven and microfiber fabrics are selected for their 

practicality and aesthetical value. Their trouble-free use and care and the wide assortment of colours, patterns, weights 

etc. make them fit attractively into any context. 

The fabrics used for the models with fully or semi-removable coverings have been selected to keep their look even 

after many washes when cleaning, care and maintenance instructions are followed. 

 

WASHING INSTRUCTIONS 

To ensure correct maintenance, please follow the instructions with the international cleaning symbols on the label that 

is sewn inside of the right hand facing seat cushion. Please refer to the Product & Maintenance Card booklet supplied 

with the sofa for the explanation of the symbols from the label. 

 

MODELS WITH FULLY REMOVABLE COVERINGS 

Frame, seat, back and arm cushions coverings are removable. 

MODELS WITH SEMI-REMOVABLE COVERINGS 

Seat, back and arm cushions coverings are removable. 

 

MODELS WITH NON-REMOVABLE COVERINGS 

Non-removable coverings except where specified. 

 

 

WARRANTY 

 
Nicoline products are covered, under normal conditions and starting from the date of invoice: 

 

• TEN  (10) YEARS   for the internal frame construction 

• TWO (2) YEARS for the cushioning, mattresses and recliner mechanisms, stitching, manual and/or electric 

mechanisms, suspension system (webbing), fabric coverings and leather coverings against tearing and splitting. 

 

After the first year from the date of purchase, this warranty covers only parts and materials for repair and does not 

cover labour, transport, packaging, customs charges, insurance and accessory costs. 

 

This warranty does not cover: 

- defects not directly due to Nicoline, due to improper use of the products, incorrect maintenance, repair or 

modification by the Customer or by third parties on its behalf, without prior authorization by Nicoline. 

- defects resulting from the normal deterioration of the use of the product (such as change in the grain and shade of 

the covering, cracking of the leather, light/dark effect and "imprint" of the velvets). 

 

Please note that softening of the cushioning is a consequence of normal use of the product, and should not be 

confused with a loss of texture due to manufacturing errors or poor product quality. 
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COMPLAINTS 

 
Any discrepancies must be promptly notified to Nicoline. Apparent defects shall be reported in writing to the carrier at 

the time of delivery, with an express indication on the accompanying document of "acceptance with reservation", and 

notified in writing by e-mail to the sales office within 2(two) days of receipt. Hidden defects, on the other hand, must 

be notified within 7(seven) days of receipt of the goods, indicating the problem and correlating the complaint with 

appropriate photographic documentation and references to delivery documents and/or invoice. Complaints cannot 

give rise to the suspension of payments. 

Nicoline reserves the right to accept or reject the complaint. For this reason, a complete or partial return of the goods 

may be required to conduct an internal quality inspection. If the product is found to be non-conforming, the company 

will repair or replace the product at its own discretion. 

Returns of goods purchased will not be accepted unless previously authorized by Nicoline, and in free port.   

 

GENERAL CONDITIONS OF SALES 
 

1. Prices shall be expressed in Euro, exclusive of VAT and are based on an EX-WORKS delivery. 

 

2. Payments shall respect the agreed terms. Payment orders or bill of exchange free of charge are not accepted. In case 

of late payment Nicoline shall be entitled to suspend its obligations and put on hold all of the orders in portfolio and 

apply interests at a legal rate. 

 

3. The transport is at the Buyer’s risk, even in case of prepaid delivered freight. Home deliveries are not 

accepted and the handling expenses shall be borne by Buyer. 

 

4. Orders will be shipped starting from the 5th week from the moment of production release confirmation. All the 

orders must be confirmed with a “Confirmed” sent via e-mail.  

 

5. Requests for additional price lists, technical and/or photographic documentation must be sent via email. 

 

6. In the event of failure to place new orders in a period exceeding six months, all sales tools such as catalogues, fabrics 

and leathers samples, etc. may be claimed. 

 

7. Modular compositions and the position of reclining mechanism or other special features must be indicated and 

ordered facing the sofa. A detailed prospectus with versions and dimensions must be provided. 

 

8. Whenever purchased, elements with electric components (such as lamps, sound system, motions, 

reclining mechanism) will respect European standard voltage (220/230 V), unless differently requested. 

 

9. Nicoline reserves the right to increase the prices with the obligation of giving 30 days prior notice in 

writing. 

 

LEGAL NOTICE 

The content of this price list, including the text, illustrations and graphics are Nicoline Salotti Srl’s exclusive property or 

belong to it under a different head. 

Reproduction, publication or distribution of any part of the material herein, including trademarks, is expressly 

forbidden. Offenders will be prosecuted under the existing legislation. 
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NOTES 
 

1. The colour of covering samples is merely guideline. Variations in shade may occur. 

 

2. Our fabrics are selected among the best ones to keep their aesthetic features unchanged even after many washes 

(for removable covering), provided that all cleaning and maintaining instructions are respected. The cleaning and 

maintaining information can be found in the fabric samples, in the booklet sent with every sofa set, sewed inside the 

RHF seat cushion (or sewed under the frame in case of combination of different fabrics). Different washing procedures 

are customer’s responsibility. 

 

3. Nicoline Salotti reserves the right to make changes to its products without any notice, in order to improve functional 

or aesthetic features, or to end completely the production of some models without this giving rise to a claim for 

compensation. 

 

4. Before ordering a CUSTOM set, a request must be sent by e-mail to Nicoline’ s technical department. When 

accepted, an acknowledgment will be sent, showing the total price, including the upcharge for the customization. 

Production time might exceed the standard production time. No promotional price can be applied in case of 

customized orders. No claim will be accepted for potential problems caused by the customization. 

 

5. Our big selection of fabrics and leathers allows to combine, on the same element, more than one covering, and even 

to combine leather and fabric. This requires a special attention and extra work. For this reason, an upcharge will be 

applied on combined coverings as follows. 

 

- In case of combination of two leathers or two fabrics belonging to the same price range, upcharge will be applied as 

per technical notes for each model. 

 

- In case of combination of two fabrics or two leathers with a different grade or a leather and a fabric please 

calculate the average of the two prices and then add the upcharge indicated in the notes for each model. 

 

Example: Price in Cat. 2000 + Price in Cat. C, divided by two. Then finally add the % of upcharge mentioned in the notes 

of the model. 

 

6. For technical and structural reasons it is not recommended to select a striped or patterned fabric on certain models 

because of possible mismatches. Therefore, in this case you are kindly requested to check with us before confirming 

the order to the final customer. 

 

7. Modular elements can have: sectional side finished as standard, sectional side finished with an upcharge or no 

sectional side finished. Please check the price list for details and upcharges. 

 

8. In the price list, each model is provided with technical features, dimensions and notes. 

All dimensions may have an allowance up to 4%. 

Fire-retardant padding entails 5% upcharge. 

 

9. Some optional features are available only for some elements belonging to the same model.  

Price might change depending on the version. The upcharge is listed in the price list under each version. 

 

10. It is not recommended to upholster sofas with a fabric weighing less than 350 gr / sq. meter. 

Please check fabric labels to verify the weight. 

 

11. Some coverings (depending on the model) may not be stretched, may have creases and this would not be a 

manufacturing defect, but a stylistic feature of a product with that kind of covering. 

 

12. In case of customer own covering, it is necessary to provide a photo of the chosen covering via email before 

sending the fabric to the factory. 

The required quantity of fabric listed in the price list may not be enough for patterned fabrics and it cannot be applied 

to customer own leather. Therefore, please contact Customer service for indications. 
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13. Taking into consideration the specificity of the fabrics, Nicoline reserves the right to arrange the quantity and 

location of the seams without communicating it when dealing with the same models and elements in leather coverings. 

 

 

 

PRICES LEATHER and FABRICS 

 
 

• Fabrics         linear m. 

Cat. D           €  80,00 

Cat. G           €  150,00 

Cat. H           €  200,00 

 

• Leather        square m. 

Cat. 2000     €  105,00 

Cat. 2500     €  130,00 

Cat. 3000     €  160,00 

Cat. 3500     €  210,00 

Cat. 4000     €  240,00 

Cat. 5000     €  280,00 

 

• Note 

 

1. Leather prices have to be intended per square meter and could present variations in quantity and price 

because of the coat dissimilarities. 

 

2. Prices for fabric are to be intended for linear meter (h.140 cm). The minimum order must be 1 linear mt. 

 

3. Prices do not include the shipping costs. 

 

• Leather cleaning kit 

 

1. It is possible to purchase a leather kit containing: a cleaner, a protective cream, a stain remover, two sponges, 

two cloths before using it, please refer to the leaf let. 

Net price is € 23,00 shipping cost excluded. 
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AURORA
A012

Standard features
- Frame: wooden structure.
- Padding in eco-friendly open cell polyurethane foam, with
different densities.
- Covering in leather or fabric. Seat cushions covering removable.
- Stitching type Cod.03.
- Back cushions come with and adjustable mechanism which
allows the lifting.
- Electro-welded bed frame and a 12 cm (4,7'') high polyurethane
foam mattress.
- Removable arms with a metal sliding connectors system.
- Mechanism with wheels that allows the movement of the sofa in
an easy way.

Optional features with upcharge
- 7% upcharge for combined coverings. Please refer to the notes at 
the beginning of pricelist.
- Polyurethane foam mattress 12 cm (4,7'') high and removable
cover with memory foam top.
- Bed frame cover.

Notes
- Model available in bed version only.
- Polyurethane foam mattresses are subject to normal depth 
shrinkage of about 2%.
- Other stitching not available.
- For velvet coverings composed mainly of cotton, stitching type 
Cod.00 will be applied (as per picture below).
- For some fabrics production dept. must apply the stitching 
Cod.00 (as per picture below). 

X7R - RETAIL PRICE LIST
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SUGGESTED COMPOSITIONS  (Optional accessories are not included in the price reported in the image)

Cod. 3280

FABRIC - Cat. D

€ 4.635
LEATHER - Cat. 2000

€ 5.469

AURORA - A012 X7R - RETAIL PRICE LIST
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PRICE LIST ┌─────────────── LEATHER ───────────────┐ ┌────  FABRIC  ────┐ Cover mt

(€ - EUR) CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CUSTOM CAT. CAT. CAT. Weight kg

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 COVER D G H Volume m³

3280 - 3 str maxi bed      

€ 5.469 5.832 6.273 7.005 7.443 8.028 4.440 4.635 5.310 5.793
12,80

136

1,37

Mattress with memory foam top  + 277
Dust ruffle  + 176

3170 - 3 str bed      

€ 5.097 5.430 5.829 6.495 6.897 7.428 4.179 4.356 4.974 5.415
11,70

120

1,24

Mattress with memory foam top  + 277
Dust ruffle  + 176

AURORA - A012 X7R - RETAIL PRICE LIST
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AURORA
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GIOTTO
G015

Standard features
- Frame: wooden structure.
- Padding in eco-friendly open cell polyurethane foam, with
different densities.
- Covering in leather or fabric. Seat cushions covering removable.
- Stitching type cod.01 for the top of seat only for leather covering. 
- Legs in Gunmetal (Cod.50) with lower part painted in satin gold.
- Manually adjustable mechanism for the headrest.
- Electro-welded bed frame and a 12 cm (4,7'') high polyurethane
foam mattress.
- Removable arms with a metal sliding connectors system.

Optional features with upcharge
- 3% upcharge for combined coverings. Please refer to the notes at 
the beginning of pricelist.
- Polyurethane foam mattress 12 cm (4,7'') high and removable
cover with memory foam top.
- Bed frame cover.

Notes
- Other stitching not available.
- Model available in bed version only.
- Polyurethane foam mattresses are subject to normal depth
shrinkage of about 2%.

X7R - RETAIL PRICE LIST
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SUGGESTED COMPOSITIONS  (Optional accessories are not included in the price reported in the image)

Cod. 3280

FABRIC - Cat. D

€ 4.821
LEATHER - Cat. 2000

€ 5.688

GIOTTO - G015 X7R - RETAIL PRICE LIST
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PRICE LIST ┌─────────────── LEATHER ───────────────┐ ┌────  FABRIC  ────┐ Cover mt

(€ - EUR) CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CUSTOM CAT. CAT. CAT. Weight kg

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 COVER D G H Volume m³

3280 - 3 str maxi bed      

€ 5.688 6.015 6.405 7.056 7.446 7.965 4.638 4.821 5.457 5.913
11,80

112

1,72

Mattress with memory foam top  + 277
Dust ruffle  + 176

3170 - 3 str bed      

€ 5.280 5.571 5.922 6.504 6.852 7.320 4.410 4.587 5.214 5.661
11,60

101

1,56

Mattress with memory foam top  + 277
Dust ruffle  + 176

GIOTTO - G015 X7R - RETAIL PRICE LIST
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KLEO
K004

Standard features
- Frame: wooden structure.
- Padding in eco-friendly open cell polyurethane foam with
different densities.
- Covering in leather or fabric. Seat cushions covering removable.
- For coverings in leather, stitching type Cod.01 for seat and
backrest and stitching type Cod.03 for the armrest.
- Stitching type Cod.03 for fabric coverings.
- Electro-welded bed frame and a 12 cm (4,7'') high polyurethane
foam mattress.
- Removable arms with a metal sliding connectors system.
- Legs in Antique Bronze (Cod.52).
- Mechanism with wheels that allows the movement of the sofa in
an easy way.

Optional features with upcharge
- 7% upcharge for combined coverings. Please refer to the notes at 
the beginning of pricelist.
- Polyurethane foam mattress 12 cm (4,7'') high and removable
cover with memory foam top.
- Bed frame cover.

Notes
- Model available in bed version only.
- Polyurethane foam mattresses are subject to normal depth 
shrinkage of about 2%.
- Other stitching not available.
- For velvet coverings composed mainly of cotton, stitching type 
Cod.00 will be applied (as per picture below).
- For some fabrics production dept. must apply the stitching 
Cod.00 (as per picture below). 

X7R - RETAIL PRICE LIST
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SUGGESTED COMPOSITIONS  (Optional accessories are not included in the price reported in the image)

Cod. 3280

FABRIC - Cat. D

€ 4.311
LEATHER - Cat. 2000

€ 5.175

KLEO - K004 X7R - RETAIL PRICE LIST
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PRICE LIST ┌─────────────── LEATHER ───────────────┐ ┌────  FABRIC  ────┐ Cover mt

(€ - EUR) CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CUSTOM CAT. CAT. CAT. Weight kg

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 COVER D G H Volume m³

3280 - 3 str maxi bed      

€ 5.175 5.460 5.802 6.369 6.708 7.164 4.170 4.311 4.815 5.172
9,50

125

2,00

Mattress with memory foam top  + 147
Dust ruffle  + 176

3170 - 3 str bed      

€ 4.893 5.157 5.478 6.009 6.327 6.753 3.987 4.128 4.623 4.977
9,40

113

1,81

Mattress with memory foam top  + 147
Dust ruffle  + 176

KLEO - K004 X7R - RETAIL PRICE LIST
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MAYA
M026

Standard features
- Frame: wooden structure.
- Padding in eco-friendly open cell polyurethane foam with
different densities.
- Covering in leather or fabric. Seat cushions covering removable.
- For coverings in leather, stitching type Cod.01 for seat and
backrest and stitching type Cod.03 for the armrest.
- Stitching type Cod.03 for fabric coverings.
- Electro-welded bed frame and a 16 cm (6,3'') high polyurethane
foam mattress.
- Removable arms with a metal sliding connectors system.
- Armrest buckle in Gunmetal (Cod.CF).
- Legs in Antique Bronze (Cod.52).
- Mechanism with wheels that allows the movement of the sofa in
an easy way.

Optional features without any upcharge
- No upcharge for combining the armrest band only with leather,
the same is not feasible in fabric.

Optional features with upcharge
- 7% upcharge for combined coverings. Please refer to the notes at 
the beginning of pricelist.
- Polyurethane foam mattress 16 cm (6,3'') high and removable
cover with memory foam top.
- Bed frame cover.

Notes
- Model available in bed version only.
- Polyurethane foam mattresses are subject to normal depth 
shrinkage of about 2%.
- Other stitching not available.
- For velvet coverings composed mainly of cotton, stitching type 
Cod.00 will be applied (as per picture below).
- For some fabrics production dept. must apply the stitching 
Cod.00 (as per picture below). 

X7R - RETAIL PRICE LIST
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SUGGESTED COMPOSITIONS  (Optional accessories are not included in the price reported in the image)

Cod. 3280

FABRIC - Cat. D

€ 4.473
LEATHER - Cat. 2000

€ 5.229

MAYA - M026 X7R - RETAIL PRICE LIST
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PRICE LIST ┌─────────────── LEATHER ───────────────┐ ┌────  FABRIC  ────┐ Cover mt

(€ - EUR) CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CUSTOM CAT. CAT. CAT. Weight kg

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 COVER D G H Volume m³

3280 - 3 str maxi bed      

€ 5.229 5.508 5.844 6.402 6.738 7.182 4.335 4.473 4.956 5.301
9,00

127

1,70

Mattress with memory foam top  + 242
Dust ruffle  + 176

3170 - 3 str bed      

€ 4.884 5.136 5.439 5.946 6.249 6.654 4.125 4.260 4.740 5.079
8,80

114

1,53

Mattress with memory foam top  + 242
Dust ruffle  + 176

MAYA - M026 X7R - RETAIL PRICE LIST

22



 GIOTTO    MAYA
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TAYLOR
T017

Standard features
- Frame: wooden structure.
- Seat cushions in eco-friendly open cell polyurethane foam with
different densities.
- Back and frontal cushions in mixed feather.
- Removable fabric covering.
- Stitching type Cod.03.
- Electro-welded bed frame and a 16 cm (6,3'') high polyurethane
foam mattress.
- Removable arms with a metal sliding connectors system.
- The back cushion has a metal button with gunmetal finish
(Cod.CF).
- Mechanism with wheels that allows the movement of the sofa in
an easy way.

Optional features without any upcharge
- No upcharge for the matching leather drawstring on the backrest
cushions. It is not available in fabric.

Optional features with upcharge
- 7% upcharge for combined coverings. Please refer to the notes at 
the beginning of pricelist.
- Polyurethane foam mattress 16 cm (6,3’’) high and removable
cover with memory foam top.
- Bed frame cover.
.
Notes
- Model available in bed version only.
- Polyurethane foam mattresses are subject to normal depth 
shrinkage of about 2%.
- Other stitching not available.
- For velvet coverings composed mainly of cotton, stitching type 
Cod.00 will be applied (as per picture below).
- For some fabrics production dept. must apply the stitching 
Cod.00 (as per picture below). 

X7R - RETAIL PRICE LIST
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SUGGESTED COMPOSITIONS  (Optional accessories are not included in the price reported in the image)

Cod. 3280

FABRIC - Cat. D

€ 5.412
LEATHER - Cat. 2000

€

TAYLOR - T017 X7R - RETAIL PRICE LIST
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PRICE LIST ┌─────────────── LEATHER ───────────────┐ ┌────  FABRIC  ────┐ Cover mt

(€ - EUR) CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CUSTOM CAT. CAT. CAT. Weight kg

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 COVER D G H Volume m³

3280 - 3 str maxi bed  

€ 5.157 5.412 6.300 6.936
16,40

128

2,14

Mattress with memory foam top  + 242
Dust ruffle  + 176

3170 - 3 str bed  

€ 4.809 5.028 5.793 6.339
14,10

116

1,93

Mattress with memory foam top  + 242
Dust ruffle  + 176

TAYLOR - T017 X7R - RETAIL PRICE LIST

26



   TAYLOR
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TURATI
T015

Standard features
- Frame: wooden structure.
- Padding in eco-friendly open cell polyurethane foam with
different densities.
- Covering in leather or fabric. Not removable coverings.
- For coverings in leather, stitching type Cod.01 for seat, type
Cod.03 for the backrest and stitching type Cod.01 for the armrest.
- Electro-welded bed frame and a 16 cm (6,3’’) high polyurethane
foam mattress.
- Removable arms with a metal sliding connectors system.
- Wooden armrest in Canaletto walnut (Cod.10).
- Mechanism with wheels that allows the movement of the sofa in
an easy way.

Optional features with upcharge
- 7% upcharge for combined coverings. Please refer to the notes at 
the beginning of pricelist.
- Polyurethane foam mattress 16 cm (6,3'') high and removable
cover with memory foam top.
- Bed frame cover.

Note
- Model available in bed version only.
- Polyurethane foam mattresses are subject to normal depth
shrinkage of about 2%.
- Other stitching not available.

X7R - RETAIL PRICE LIST
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SUGGESTED COMPOSITIONS  (Optional accessories are not included in the price reported in the image)

Cod. 3280

FABRIC - Cat. D

€ 4.698
LEATHER - Cat. 2000

€ 5.385

TURATI - T015 X7R - RETAIL PRICE LIST
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PRICE LIST ┌─────────────── LEATHER ───────────────┐ ┌────  FABRIC  ────┐ Cover mt

(€ - EUR) CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CUSTOM CAT. CAT. CAT. Weight kg

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 COVER D G H Volume m³

3280 - 3 str maxi bed      

€ 5.385 5.673 6.015 6.591 6.936 7.395 4.503 4.698 5.370 5.850
12,50

104

1,84

Mattress with memory foam top  + 242
Dust ruffle  + 176

3170 - 3 str bed      

€ 5.046 5.319 5.643 6.189 6.516 6.951 4.233 4.422 5.082 5.553
12,30

94

1,67

Mattress with memory foam top  + 242
Dust ruffle  + 176

TURATI - T015 X7R - RETAIL PRICE LIST

30
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PILLOW N.50  (CU50)

Standard features
- Padding in siliconized polyester fiber. 
- Covering in leather or fabric. Removable covering. 

Notes
- Combined coverings not available.

PRICE LIST ┌─────────────────── LEATHER ───────────────────┐ ┌──────  FABRIC  ──────┐ Cover mt
(€ - EUR) CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CUSTOM CAT. CAT. CAT. Weight kg

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 COVER D G H Volume m³

9010
cushion

€ 126 138 147 168 180 195 114 123 156 180
0,60

3
0,00

PILLOW N.51  (CU51)

Standard features
- Padding in siliconized polyester fiber. 
- Covering in leather or fabric. Removable covering. 

Notes
- Combined coverings not available.

PRICE LIST ┌─────────────────── LEATHER ───────────────────┐ ┌──────  FABRIC  ──────┐ Cover mt
(€ - EUR) CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CUSTOM CAT. CAT. CAT. Weight kg

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 COVER D G H Volume m³

9010
cushion

€ 183 204 231 273 300 333 126 138 177 204
0,70

2
0,00

PILLOW N.52  (CU52)

Standard features
- Padding in siliconized polyester fiber. 
- Covering in leather or fabric. Removable covering. 

Notes
- Combined coverings not available.

PRICE LIST ┌─────────────────── LEATHER ───────────────────┐ ┌──────  FABRIC  ──────┐ Cover mt
(€ - EUR) CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CUSTOM CAT. CAT. CAT. Weight kg

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 COVER D G H Volume m³

9010
cushion

€ 219 246 279 336 369 414 144 159 204 237
0,80

2
0,00

X7R - RETAIL PRICE LIST
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PILLOW N.53  (CU53)

Standard features
- Padding in mixed feather. 
- Covering in leather or fabric. Removable covering. 
- Stitching Cod.04 for leather and fabric coverings. 

Notes
- Different stitchings not available. 
- Combined coverings not available.

PRICE LIST ┌─────────────────── LEATHER ───────────────────┐ ┌──────  FABRIC  ──────┐ Cover mt
(€ - EUR) CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CUSTOM CAT. CAT. CAT. Weight kg

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 COVER D G H Volume m³

9010
cushion

€ 201 219 243 279 303 333 156 168 207 234
0,70

4
0,00

PILLOW N.54  (CU54)

Standard features
- Padding in mixed feather. 
- Covering in leather or fabric. Removable covering. 
- Stitching Cod.04 for leather and fabric coverings. 

Notes
- Different stitchings not available. 
- Combined coverings not available.

PRICE LIST ┌─────────────────── LEATHER ───────────────────┐ ┌──────  FABRIC  ──────┐ Cover mt
(€ - EUR) CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CUSTOM CAT. CAT. CAT. Weight kg

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 COVER D G H Volume m³

9010
cushion

€ 225 246 270 312 336 369 186 198 243 276
0,80

2
0,00

PILLOW N.55  (CU55)

Standard features
- Padding in mixed feather. 
- Covering in leather or fabric. Removable covering. 

Notes
- Combined coverings not available.

PRICE LIST ┌─────────────────── LEATHER ───────────────────┐ ┌──────  FABRIC  ──────┐ Cover mt
(€ - EUR) CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CUSTOM CAT. CAT. CAT. Weight kg

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 COVER D G H Volume m³

9010
cushion

€ 216 234 252 282 300 324 165 177 216 246
0,70

2
0,00

X7R - RETAIL PRICE LIST
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PILLOW N.56  (CU56)

Standard features
- Padding in mixed feather. 
- Covering in leather or fabric. Removable covering. 

Notes
- Combined coverings not available.

PRICE LIST ┌─────────────────── LEATHER ───────────────────┐ ┌──────  FABRIC  ──────┐ Cover mt
(€ - EUR) CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CUSTOM CAT. CAT. CAT. Weight kg

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 COVER D G H Volume m³

9010
cushion

€ 261 282 309 354 381 417 189 204 249 282
0,80

2
0,00

PILLOW N.57  (CU57)

Standard features
- Padding in mixed feather. 
- Covering in leather or fabric. Removable covering. 

Notes
- Combined coverings not available.

PRICE LIST ┌─────────────────── LEATHER ───────────────────┐ ┌──────  FABRIC  ──────┐ Cover mt
(€ - EUR) CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CUSTOM CAT. CAT. CAT. Weight kg

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 COVER D G H Volume m³

9010
cushion

€ 192 210 231 270 291 321 147 156 195 225
0,70

3
0,00

PILLOW N.58  (CU58)

Standard features
- Padding in mixed feather. 
- Covering in leather or fabric. Removable covering. 

Notes
- Combined coverings not available.

PRICE LIST ┌─────────────────── LEATHER ───────────────────┐ ┌──────  FABRIC  ──────┐ Cover mt
(€ - EUR) CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CUSTOM CAT. CAT. CAT. Weight kg

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 COVER D G H Volume m³

9010
cushion

€ 243 270 300 348 378 420 168 180 225 258
0,80

4
0,00

X7R - RETAIL PRICE LIST
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PILLOW N.59  (CU59)

Standard features
- Padding in mixed feather. 
- Covering in leather or fabric. Not removable coverings. 

Notes
- Combined coverings not available.

PRICE LIST ┌─────────────────── LEATHER ───────────────────┐ ┌──────  FABRIC  ──────┐ Cover mt
(€ - EUR) CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CUSTOM CAT. CAT. CAT. Weight kg

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 COVER D G H Volume m³

9010
cushion

€ 192 207 222 252 267 291 156 168 207 234
0,70

2
0,00

PILLOW N.60  (CU60)

Standard features
- Padding in mixed feather. 
- Covering in leather or fabric. Not removable coverings. 

Notes
- Combined coverings not available.

PRICE LIST ┌─────────────────── LEATHER ───────────────────┐ ┌──────  FABRIC  ──────┐ Cover mt
(€ - EUR) CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CUSTOM CAT. CAT. CAT. Weight kg

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 COVER D G H Volume m³

9010
cushion

€ 219 240 264 306 330 360 171 183 228 261
0,80

2
0,00

PILLOW N.61  (CU61)

Standard features
- Padding in mixed feather. 
- Covering in leather or fabric. Removable covering. 
- Stitching Cod.04 for leather and fabric coverings. 

Notes
- Different stitchings not available. 
- Combined coverings not available.

PRICE LIST ┌─────────────────── LEATHER ───────────────────┐ ┌──────  FABRIC  ──────┐ Cover mt
(€ - EUR) CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CUSTOM CAT. CAT. CAT. Weight kg

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 COVER D G H Volume m³

9010
cushion

€ 225 249 276 321 348 384 204 216 255 285
0,70

2
0,00

X7R - RETAIL PRICE LIST
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PILLOW N.63  (CU63)

Standard features
- Padding in mixed feather. 
- Covering in leather or fabric. Removable covering. 
- Stitching Cod.03 for leather and fabric coverings. 

Notes
-  Combined coverings not available.
-  Different stitchings not available. 
- For velvet coverings composed mainly of cotton, stitching type Cod.00 
will be applied.
- For some fabrics production dept. must apply the stitching Cod.00.  

PRICE LIST ┌─────────────────── LEATHER ───────────────────┐ ┌──────  FABRIC  ──────┐ Cover mt
(€ - EUR) CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CUSTOM CAT. CAT. CAT. Weight kg

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 COVER D G H Volume m³

9010
cushion

€ 246 267 294 336 360 396 189 204 255 294
0,90

2
0,00

PILLOW N.64  (CU64)

Standard features
- Padding in eco-friendly open cell polyurethane foam. - Covering in leather 
or fabric. Removable covering. 
- Stitching Cod.18 for leather and fabric coverings. 

Notes
-  Combined coverings not available.
-  Different stitchings not available. 
- For velvet coverings composed mainly of cotton, stitching type Cod.00 
will be applied.
- For some fabrics production dept. must apply the stitching Cod.00.  

PRICE LIST ┌─────────────────── LEATHER ───────────────────┐ ┌──────  FABRIC  ──────┐ Cover mt
(€ - EUR) CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CUSTOM CAT. CAT. CAT. Weight kg

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 COVER D G H Volume m³

9010
cushion

€ 186 198 210 234 246 264 177 186 225 255
0,70

2
0,00

PILLOW N.65  (CU65)

Standard features
- Padding in mixed feather. 
- Covering in leather or fabric. Removable covering. 
- Stitching Cod.12 for leather and fabric coverings. 

Notes
-  Combined coverings not available.
-  Different stitchings not available. 
- For velvet coverings composed mainly of cotton, stitching type Cod.00 
will be applied.
- For some fabrics production dept. must apply the stitching Cod.00.  

PRICE LIST ┌─────────────────── LEATHER ───────────────────┐ ┌──────  FABRIC  ──────┐ Cover mt
(€ - EUR) CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CUSTOM CAT. CAT. CAT. Weight kg

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 COVER D G H Volume m³

9010
cushion

€ 282 303 330 375 399 435 216 228 273 306
0,80

2
0,00

X7R - RETAIL PRICE LIST
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PILLOW N.66  (CU66)

Standard features
- Padding in mixed feather. 
- Covering in leather or fabric. Removable covering. 
- Stitching Cod.03 for leather and fabric coverings. 
- Cushions zip (Cod.Cer.02) in the following colors: Brass (Cod.OT), Silver 
(Cod.AR) or Gunmetal (Cod.CF). 

Notes
-  Combined coverings not available.
-  Different stitchings not available. 
- For velvet coverings composed mainly of cotton, stitching type Cod.00 
will be applied.
- For some fabrics production dept. must apply the stitching Cod.00.  

PRICE LIST ┌─────────────────── LEATHER ───────────────────┐ ┌──────  FABRIC  ──────┐ Cover mt
(€ - EUR) CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CUSTOM CAT. CAT. CAT. Weight kg

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 COVER D G H Volume m³

9010
cushion

€ 366 387 414 459 483 519 303 318 363 396
0,80

2
0,00

PILLOW N.67  (CU67)

Standard features
- Padding in mixed feather. 
- Covering in leather or fabric. Removable covering. 

Notes
- Combined coverings not available. 

PRICE LIST ┌─────────────────── LEATHER ───────────────────┐ ┌──────  FABRIC  ──────┐ Cover mt
(€ - EUR) CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CUSTOM CAT. CAT. CAT. Weight kg

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 COVER D G H Volume m³

9010
cushion

€ 252 273 300 342 369 405 189 201 249 282
0,80

2
0,00

X7R - RETAIL PRICE LIST
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PILLOW N.68  (CU68)

Standard features
- Padding in mixed feather. 
- Covering in leather or fabric. Removable covering. 

Notes
- Combined coverings not available. 

PRICE LIST ┌─────────────────── LEATHER ───────────────────┐ ┌──────  FABRIC  ──────┐ Cover mt
(€ - EUR) CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CUSTOM CAT. CAT. CAT. Weight kg

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 COVER D G H Volume m³

9010
cushion

€ 201 219 240 279 300 330 135 141 168 186
0,50

2
0,00

PILLOW N.69  (CU69)

Standard features
- Padding in mixed feather. 
- Covering in leather or fabric. Removable covering. 

Notes
- Combined coverings not available.

PRICE LIST ┌─────────────────── LEATHER ───────────────────┐ ┌──────  FABRIC  ──────┐ Cover mt
(€ - EUR) CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CUSTOM CAT. CAT. CAT. Weight kg

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 COVER D G H Volume m³

9010
cushion

€ 204 228 255 303 330 369 162 180 237 279
1,00

2
0,00

PILLOW N.70  (CU70)

Standard features
- Padding in siliconized polyester fiber. 
- Covering in leather. 
- Frontal part of the cushion enriched by handmade stitching. 

Notes
- Combined coverings not available.

PRICE LIST ┌─────────────────── LEATHER ───────────────────┐ ┌──────  FABRIC  ──────┐ Cover mt
(€ - EUR) CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CUSTOM CAT. CAT. CAT. Weight kg

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 COVER D G H Volume m³

9010
cushion

€ 210 228 252 288 312 342
0,50

2
0,00

X7R - RETAIL PRICE LIST
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PILLOW N.71  (CU71)

Standard features
- Padding in siliconized polyester fiber. 
- Covering in leather. 

Notes
- Combined coverings not available.

PRICE LIST ┌─────────────────── LEATHER ───────────────────┐ ┌──────  FABRIC  ──────┐ Cover mt
(€ - EUR) CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CUSTOM CAT. CAT. CAT. Weight kg

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 COVER D G H Volume m³

9010
cushion

€ 204 225 249 288 315 345 2
0,00

PILLOW N.72  (CU72)

Standard features
- Padding in mixed feather. 
- Covering in leather or fabric. Removable covering. 
- Stitching Cod.03 for leather coverings. 

Notes
-  Combined coverings not available.
- For velvet coverings composed mainly of cotton, stitching type Cod.00 
will be applied.
- For some fabrics production dept. must apply the stitching Cod.00.  

PRICE LIST ┌─────────────────── LEATHER ───────────────────┐ ┌──────  FABRIC  ──────┐ Cover mt
(€ - EUR) CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CUSTOM CAT. CAT. CAT. Weight kg

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 COVER D G H Volume m³

9010
cushion

€ 396 447 510 612 675 756 276 312 438 525
2,10

2
0,00

X7R - RETAIL PRICE LIST
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PILLOW N.73  (CU73)

Standard features
- Mixed feather. 
- Combined covering in leather and fabric. 
- Stitching type Cod.03. 
- Zipper in Gunmetal (Cod.CF). 
- Please specify covering colors for A (fabric) and B (leather) as per the 
following scheme. 

Notes
-  It is not possible to choose a different type of covering. 
- For velvet coverings composed mainly of cotton, stitching type Cod.00 
will be applied.
- For some fabrics production dept. must apply the stitching Cod.00.  

PRICE LIST Cover mt
(€ - EUR) Weight kgALL CATEGORIES

Volume m³

9010
cushion

€ 423
0,80

1
0,02

PILLOW N.74  (CU74)

Standard features
- Mixed feather. 
- Combined covering in leather and fabric. 
- Stitching type Cod.03 and Cod.11. 
- Please specify covering colors for A (fabric) and B (leather) as per the 
following scheme. 

Notes
-  It is not possible to choose a different type of covering. 
- For velvet coverings composed mainly of cotton, stitching type Cod.00 
will be applied.
- For some fabrics production dept. must apply the stitching Cod.00.  

PRICE LIST Cover mt
(€ - EUR) Weight kgALL CATEGORIES

Volume m³

9010
cushion

€ 390
0,80

1
0,02

X7R - RETAIL PRICE LIST
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PILLOW N.75  (CU75)

Standard features
- Mixed feather. 
- Combined covering in leather and fabric. 
- Metal button in Gunmetal (Cod.CF). 
- Please specify covering colors for A (fabric) and B (leather) as per the 
following scheme. 

Notes
- It is not possible to choose a different type of covering. 

PRICE LIST Cover mt
(€ - EUR) Weight kgALL CATEGORIES

Volume m³

9010
cushion

€ 408
0,70

1
0,05

PILLOW N.76  (CU76)

Standard features
- Mixed feather. 
- Combined covering in leather and fabric. 
- Stitching type Cod.116. 
- Please specify covering colors for A (fabric) and B (leather) as per the 
following scheme. 

Notes
-  It is not possible to choose a different type of covering. 
- For velvet coverings composed mainly of cotton, stitching type Cod.00 
will be applied.
- For some fabrics production dept. must apply the stitching Cod.00.  

PRICE LIST Cover mt
(€ - EUR) Weight kgALL CATEGORIES

Volume m³

9010
cushion

€ 411
0,90

2
0,02

X7R - RETAIL PRICE LIST
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PILLOW N.77  (CU77)

Standard features
- Mixed feather. 
- Combined covering in leather and fabric. 
- Stitching type Cod.03. 
- Buckle in Gunmetal (Cod.CF). 
- Please specify covering colors for A (fabric) and B (leather) as per the 
following scheme. 

Notes
-  It is not possible to choose a different type of covering.
- For velvet coverings composed mainly of cotton, stitching type Cod.00 
will be applied.
- For some fabrics production dept. must apply the stitching Cod.00.  

PRICE LIST Cover mt
(€ - EUR) Weight kgALL CATEGORIES

Volume m³

9010
cushion

€ 390
0,80

1
0,02

PILLOW N.78  (CU78)

Standard features
- Mixed feather. 
- Combined covering in leather and fabric. 
- Stitching type Cod.03. 
- Buckle in Gunmetal (Cod.CF). 
- Please specify covering colors for A (fabric) and B (leather) as per the 
following scheme. 

Notes
-  It is not possible to choose a different type of covering.
- For velvet coverings composed mainly of cotton, stitching type Cod.00 
will be applied.
- For some fabrics production dept. must apply the stitching Cod.00.  

PRICE LIST Cover mt
(€ - EUR) Weight kgALL CATEGORIES

Volume m³

9010
cushion

€ 375
0,70

2
0,03

X7R - RETAIL PRICE LIST
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SQUARE  (P876)

Standard features
- Wooden structure, and seat suspensions in reinforced elastic webbing. 
- Seat cushions in open cell polyurethane foam. 
- Covering in leather or fabric. Not removable coverings. 
- Legs in black thermoplastic material. 
- Stitching type Cod.03 for leather and fabric coverings. 

Optional features without any upcharge
- Contrast stitching available. Please refer to our leather collection as a 
thread color indication. 

Optional features with upcharge
- 7% upcharge for combined coverings. Please refer to paragraph “NOTES” 
at the beginning of pricelist. 

Notes
-  Different stitchings not available.
- For velvet coverings composed mainly of cotton, stitching type Cod.00 
will be applied.
- For some fabrics production dept. must apply the stitching Cod.00. 

PRICE LIST ┌─────────────────── LEATHER ───────────────────┐ ┌──────  FABRIC  ──────┐ Cover mt
(€ - EUR) CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CAT. CUSTOM CAT. CAT. CAT. Weight kg

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 5000 COVER D G H Volume m³

8015
square footstool

€ 1.374 1.464 1.572 1.755 1.863 2.007 1.062 1.101 1.248 1.350
2,70
22

0,40

X7R - RETAIL PRICE LIST
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N. MODEL VERSION FABRIC - CAT. D

1 K004 - KLEO 3170 - 3 str bed € 4.128

2 M026 - MAYA 3170 - 3 str bed € 4.260

3 A012 - AURORA 3170 - 3 str bed € 4.356

4 T015 - TURATI 3170 - 3 str bed € 4.422

5 G015 - GIOTTO 3170 - 3 str bed € 4.587

6 T017 - TAYLOR 3170 - 3 str bed € 5.028

N. MODEL VERSION LEATHER - CAT. 2000

1 M026 - MAYA 3170 - 3 str bed € 4.884

2 K004 - KLEO 3170 - 3 str bed € 4.893

3 T015 - TURATI 3170 - 3 str bed € 5.046

4 A012 - AURORA 3170 - 3 str bed € 5.097

5 G015 - GIOTTO 3170 - 3 str bed € 5.280

Price comparison models - X7R/RETAIL PRICE LIST - "VOL. 4 - Sofa bed"
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NOTE
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NOTE
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